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Abstract—We demonstrate neuron spiking dynamics in a small
network of analog silicon neurons with dynamical conductancebased synapses. The analog VLSI chip (NeuroDyn) emulates analog continuous-time dynamics in a fully digitally programmable
network of 4 biophysical neurons. Each neuron in NeuroDyn
implements Hodgkin-Huxley dynamics in 4 variables, with 28
parameters defining the conductances, reversal potentials, and
voltage-dependence of the channel kinetics. All 12 chemical
synapses interconnecting the neurons also have individually programmable parameters defining conductance, reversal potential,
and pre/post-synaptic voltage dependence of the channel kinetics.
All configurable parameters in the implemented model have a
biophysical origin, thus supporting direct interpretation of the
results of adapting/tuning the parameters in terms of neurobiology. Uniform temporal scaling of the dynamics of membrane
and gating variables is demonstrated by tuning a single current
parameter, yielding variable speed output exceeding real time.
The 0.5µm CMOS chip measures 3mm × 3mm, and consumes
1.29 mW.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Neuromorphic engineering [1] takes inspiration from neurobiology in the design of artificial neural systems in silicon integrated circuits, based upon function and structural organization
of biological nervous systems. Investigation of neural behavior
on large scale requires modeling and implementation of individual neurons and their synaptic connections. Hodgkin and
Huxley’s seminal work in the investigation and formalization
of neuron dynamics have long been the standard of biophysical
accuracy [2]. However, the primary drawback of the Hodgkin
and Huxley formalism is the difficulty of implementing the
vast number of parameters and the resulting complexity.
Previous hardware implementations of neurons and synapses
are typically limited to static modeling in an integrate-andfire framework. Though this approach is generally convenient
and computationally efficient, passive modeling of the currents
not only lacks insight from biological structure, but also
lacks accuracy in modeling the timing of the postsynaptic
action potentials. Several integrated circuit implementations
of Hodgkin-Huxley neurons have been formulated and demonstrated [3], [4], [5], [6], [7] and [8]. Here we present a network
of Hodgkin-Huxley neurons and conductance-based synapses
that accurately models the detailed rate-based kinetics of
membrane channels in the neural and synaptic dynamics.
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Fig. 1. NeuroDyn system diagram (a), and chip micrograph (b). Four neurons
are interconnected by twelve synapses, each with programmable channel
kinetics, conductances, and reversal potentials (see Table 1).

The voltage dependence of the channel opening and closing
rates is approximated through programmable analog regression
functions.
A. NeuroDyn Overview
The NeuroDyn Board consists of 4 Hodgkin-Huxley
based neurons fully connected through 12 conductance-based
synapses as shown in Fig. 1(a). All parameters are individually addressable and individually programmable and are
biophysically-based governing the conductances, reversal potentials, and voltage-dependance of the channel kinetics. There
are a total of 384 programmable parameters governing the
dynamics as shown in Table I. Each parameter is stored onchip in a 10-bit DAC.
B. Chip Architecture
The NeuroDyn chip is organized into four quadrants with
each quadrant containing one neuron, its associated membrane
capacitance and the three synaptic inputs from the other
neurons. Notice that each channel current and synaptic current
follow the same general form as illustrated in Fig. 2. The
channel current is a product of a conductance term modulated
by a product of gating variables and the difference between the
membrane voltage and reverse potential as illustrated below in
(1) and (2). The similar form for both the neuron channel
currents and synaptic current allow for a small number of
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TABLE I
N EURO DYN DAC PARAMETERS

neurons
gm i *Vi +, d m i *Vi +

Neurons Vi :
αni (V )
αmi (V )
αhi (V )
4x3x7*
Synapses sij :
αrij (Vpre )

βni (V )
βmi (V )
βhi (V )

gN ai
gKi
g Li

EN ai
EKi
EL i

4x3x7*

4x3

4x3

βrij (Vpost )

gsynij

Esynij

gh i *Vi +, d h i *Vi +
gn i *Vi +, d n i *Vi +

g Na i , E Na i

hi

g K i , EK i

ni

g L i , EL i

g*Vk +, d *Vk +

12x7*

12

I Na i
IKi
I Li

g, Erev

Address

10-bit DACs

Data

12x7*

mi

12

-

g*Vk +, d *Vk +

Cmem

dVi
dt

g, Erev

synapses
*All rates α, β are functions of voltage as 7-point sigmoidal spline.

gij *Vi +, dij *V j +

I Synij

3

g synij , Esynij

rij

circuits to model each component of the channel current.
These circuits are explained in further detail below.
Fig. 2.

System diagram for one of the four neurons in the NeuroDyn chip.

II. B IOPHYSICAL M ODELS

I out ? Ic , I d

A. Membrane Dynamics

I dump

The Hodgkin-Huxley membrane dynamics
conductance-based synapses is described by
Cmem

dVi
dt

including

Sign Bits

Vb0

= −IN ai − IKi − ILi −

X

Isynij

(1)

Vb1

Vb2

Vb3

Vb4

Vb5

Vb6

V mem

j

I bias0

where i, j = 0 . . . 3, and

I bias1

I bias2

I bias3

I bias4

I bias5

I bias6

Address Bits
Data Bits

IN ai
IKi
ILi
Isynij

=
=
=
=

gN ai mi 3 hi (Vi − EN ai )
gKi ni 4 (Vi − EKi )
gLi (Vi − ELi )
gsynij rij (Vi − Esynij )

10 bit DACs

(2)
Fig. 3. Sigmoidal regression of voltage dependence of channel rate variables
α and β.

B. Channel Kinetics
The gating variables ni , mi , and hi in the HH neuron model,
as well as the rate variables rij in the synapse dynamics,
are modeled by a rate-based approximation to the kinetics
governing the random opening and closing of membrane
channels [9]:
dn
= α(1 − n) − βn
(3)
dt
where α and β are the voltage dependent opening and closing
rates of the channel gates, and n (which stands for any of the
n, m, h, and r variables) is the fraction of channel gates in the
open state.

A. Voltage Dependent Channel Kinetics
Opening rates α and closing rates β are modeled with 7point sigmoidal regression functions as illustrated in Fig. 3.
Each sigmoid is implemented by a simple differential pair.
The bias current for the differential pair determines the height
of the sigmoid while the bias voltage determines the location
of the sigmoid. An additional switch circuit controlled by a
sign bit determines the slope of the output current. By properly
setting the voltage bias, current bias, and sign bit for each of
the 7 sigmoidal functions, the summation can accommodate a
wide range of functions approximating typical rate functions
α and β in the current domain (Iout = Iα or Iβ ).

III. N EUROMORPHIC I MPLEMENTATION
The membrane dynamics and general rate-based models of
voltage-gated channel kinetics are emulated in silicon. We
model the voltage dependence of each of the opening and
closing rates as a 7-point sigmoidal spline regression function.
The voltage bases of the splines are linearly spaced, and
the amplitudes are individually programmable (including sign
selection), allowing for large and varied model space.

Iout =

7
X
k=1

Isig,k =

7
X
k=1

1+

Ibias,k
±κ(V
bias,k −Vm )/Ut
e

(4)

Gating variables mi , hi , ni , and rij are implemented by the
log-domain circuit shown in Fig. 4, which implements the
kinetics (3) as:
CVT

d Iout
Iout
Iout
= Iα (1 −
) − Iβ
dt Iref
Iref
Iref
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(5)
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Fig. 4. Log-domain circuit implementing channel kinetics
βn.
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Fig. 6. Transconductance-C circuit implementing membrane dynamics for
one neuron with synaptic input from the other three neurons.

Iout

Iref+Ih

yields a membrane current
κ
IN a =
Ig m3 h (V − EN a )
Vth N a

Fig. 5. Translinear circuit implementing gated conductances of the form
gx3 y such as gN a m3 h and gK n4 . Synaptic gated conductances gsyn r are
implemented by a 2-stage version of the 5-stage translinear circuit shown.

where VT = kT /q is the thermal voltage, and Iref is a current
reference that only affects the amplitude scale of the gating
variables, but not the temporal scale of their dynamics. A
previous implementation by Hynna et al. in [10] uses just a
few transistors to approximate the rate-based kinetics (3), but
suffers from the effects of the transistor backgate effect. Additional transistors in the circuit of [10] implement saturation
in the opening and closing rates necessary for realistic time
scales in the channel kinetics. Our circuit offers 14 parameters
specifying the detailed voltage dependence of the opening and
closing rates offering more flexibility in accurately modeling
the channel kinetics.
B. Gated conductances
A translinear multiplier shown in Fig. 5 implements gating
of the membrane conductances with the gating variables. A
translinear multiplier exploits the zero sum of voltages along
a loop to implement a multiplication of current sources [3]:

3
Im
Ih
IgN a m3 h = Ig
(6)
Iref
Iref
with similar constructs to implement the other gated conductances.
C. Membrane dynamics
Each membrane conductance is implemented by a differential transconductance amplifier, linearized through shunting in
the differential pairs for wide dynamic range in subthreshold
MOS operation [11]. Unity gain connection of the amplifier

(7)

where Iref is the same current reference controlling the amplitude of the gating variables (5) for dimensionless operation.
For each of the membrane conductances, one amplifier is
connected in parallel as shown in Fig. 6. A capacitance
Cmem = C on the membrane node realizes the membrane
dynamics (1). To enforce a consistent temporal scale of the
dynamics across membrane and gating variables, the currents
implementing the opening and closing rates and membrane
conductances are globally scaled with a current Iτ that drives
the multiplying DACs:
Iα
Iβ
Ig

= αIτ
= βIτ
= gIτ

(8)
(9)
(10)

and thus uniformly controls the time base of all dynamic
T
variables with a global temporal scale parameter τ = CV
Iτ .
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
The NeuroDyn chip was fabricated in a AMI 0.5µm process
and is shown in Fig. 1(b). The DACs used to store the
parameter data take up nearly 60 percent of the chip area.
The chip measures 3mm × 3mm, and draws 0.39mA from a
3.3V supply.
A. Programmable Channel Kinetics
We programmed the gate opening and closing variables
for one neuron implementing the HH model. We performed
linear regression to determine the parameters of the spline
model based on chip characteristics. With 10-bit programming
for each of the 7 spline amplitude levels in the regression
functions, an adequate fit was obtained as shown in Fig. 7.
B. Neuron Spiking Dynamics
We observed the dynamics of the membrane and gating
variables for one neuron programmed to implement the HH
model. We also demonstrated temporal control through the
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Fig. 7. Target and measured channel opening and closing rates α and β
for gating variables n, m, and h of a HH neuron, obtained by fitting of the
on-chip programmed parameters.

variation of the global temporal scale parameter set by current
Iτ . As shown in Fig. 8, a two-fold variation of Iτ scales the
time axis of the waveforms observed on the oscilloscope by a
factor of two. The amplitude scaling in the gating parameters
reflects their scaling by Iτ consistent with (8), (9), and (10).
V. C ONCLUSION
We present a fully connected biophysical network of neurons and synapses with digitally programmable analog membrane dynamics and channel kinetics. Future work includes
further testing of various network parameters and interfacing
with a computer for experimental testing of network dynamics.
All configurable parameters in the implemented model have
a biophysical origin, thus supporting direct interpretation of
the results of adapting/tuning the parameters in terms of
neurobiology and effects of aging on neural dynamics.
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